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around its Microsoft
partnership
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The news: It’s been less than six months since Net�ix announced its much-discussed ad-

supported tier, but the company is already mulling di�erent directions for its advertising

business.
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According to Digiday, Netflix is looking into building or buying its own advertising technology

after its two-year contract with ad tech partner Microsoft ends in 2024.

Rough beginnings: The historically ad-averse Netflix spun up an ad-supported tier in an

incredibly short amount of time last year to appease investors upset about its first-ever

subscriber loss. While the fast turnaround was impressive, a rushed launch led to some early

bumps.

With a self-set deadline of less than a year and Disney launching a similar tier, Netflix’s lack of

ad tech experience and research meant the company had to seek out a partner rather than

build out the technology itself, hence its partnership with Microsoft.

Netflix significantly under-delivered on its first viewership guarantees to advertisers and saw

poor adoption of the ad-supported tier in its first quarter. The slower-than-expected start

seems to have triggered some long-term doubts.

During the company’s January earnings call, Co-CEO Ted Sarandos highlighted growing pains

with the ad-supported tier and said there are significant delivery and measurement

improvements to be made. With its advertising inexperience laid bare, the company is

reportedly working with consultants to receive advice on how delivery and measurement

should be handled.

The swing and miss with early advertisers looked especially concerning given that Netflix was

reportedly charging record-high CPMs. Initial reports put CPMs at $65, but Netflix quickly

denied that figure before the tier’s launch.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/netflix-has-missed-initial-viewership-guarantees-its-first-ever-advertisers-in-some-cases-by-wide-margin
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Working from behind: Netflix and Microsoft’s partnership was a perfect match, and Netflix

has made it clear that advertising is a pillar of the company’s future. But if sudden events

hadn’t sent Netflix down the advertising path, it would have been ideal for the company to

develop its own ad stack.

Our take: If Netflix really does want to tough it out in the advertising world on its own, it has

to act fast, either by beginning development on ad tech immediately or by looking to acquire

an ad tech company it can build o� of, as Microsoft did with Xandr—but a big acquisition

may be unlikely in today’s high-interest environment.

This article originally appeared in Insider Intelligence's Marketing & Advertising Briefing—a

daily recap of top stories reshaping the advertising industry. Subscribe to have more hard-

Though it would have taken long and been costly, developing an ad-supported tier would

mean keeping money circulating in-house rather than negotiating a deal with an outside

technology company like Microsoft.

Word that Netflix is already questioning its advertising decisions doesn’t help the common

criticism that the company is too quick to make snap decisions, be it canceling popular shows

or abandoning initiatives shortly after launch.

It also threatens to damage the company’s relationship with Microsoft, which may not be

eager to renew a deal with a nervous partner, leaving Netflix out in the cold if it can’t develop

its own ad tech in time.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/netflix-may-regret-cancellations-original-content-spending-slows?_ga=2.44510436.1746775870.1678713624-1993093032.1629318504&_gl=1*n5gbwq*_ga*MTk5MzA5MzAzMi4xNjI5MzE4NTA0*_ga_XXYLHB9SXG*MTY3ODczNzEzNS4zMDIuMC4xNjc4NzM3MTM1LjAuMC4w
https://www.theverge.com/2022/5/6/23059261/netflix-tudum-layoffs-fandom-fan-site-streaming-bridgerton
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